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Warrior Golf teaches the essence of what is necessary to master the mental game of golf and
transform yourself into a Golf Warrior. Warrior Golf is filled with six focused units, weaving
knowledge and action together from proven methods that the SEALS, Olympians, and
professional golfers use to perform at their best. Each unit has exercises, worksheets and
mental scorecards that will be the foundation for your progress moving forward.The 6 units will
cover:1. Basic Training: Outstanding Golfers, Trusting Mindset2. Boost Your Confidence3. Goal
Setting4. Focus on the Target: Bring Yourself Into the Present, Focusing Techniques,Developing
Your Swing Routine5. Maintain Your Energy: How Stress Impacts Us, Techniques6. Imagine Your
Game: Develop an Imagery ScriptAbout the Author:Mark Henry, a Licensed Professional
Counselor and former college and high school basketball coach brings a lifetime of sports
experience in applying practical skills to the mental game.Over the past 10 years, he has
integrated his experience and training to teach professional, college, and high school golfers
practical mental game skills that they can use on the course. In addition to his golfers enjoying
their game more, some of their accomplishments have been, winning professional tournaments,
Oregon Professional Player of the Year Awards, and State High School championships. In 2011,
2 made it to the US Open Regional Qualifier, 1 was an alternate for the US Amateur, and 3
finished in the top 8 of the Oregon Stroke Play Championship.



Warrior Golfby Mark HenryTable of ContentsIntroductionChapter One: Basic TrainingChapter
Two: Boost Your ConfidenceChapter Three: Goal SettingChapter Four: Focus on the
TargetChapter Five: Maintain your EnergyChapter Six: Imagine Your
GameConclusionINTRODUCTIONWelcome to Warrior GolfWhat allows Navy SEALS to be the
very best in the world and capture Osama bin Laden in Pakistan? How are they similar to
Olympic and professional athletes? How were the New York Firefighters able to rush into the
Twin Towers in the face of extreme danger? What does this have to do with your golf game? A
lot. You see, what the Navy SEALS and the elite athletes know is that, like you, they fear failure,
too. They have applied the skills in this ebook to train their minds and overcome their fears.If
you’re like many of the golfers I work with, you want to play at a higher level of golf, do it more
consistently and enjoy it more. Many of the comments I hear are:"I have trouble staying in the
present.""I want to get rid of my negative thoughts.""I blow up on a hole or two, and have trouble
getting back into my game.""I want to feel more confident.""Sometimes my fear of failure gets the
best of me.""I get too tense."You have probably read the books and watched golf on tv. You
probably know that you’d play better if you were calmer, more confident, played one shot at a
time and had a strong image of what you wanted to do. The challenge is training yourself to do
that.Warrior Golf Shows You HowIn this ebook, Warrior Golf, I am going to provide you with
proven methods that the SEALS, Olympians, and professional athletes use to perform at their
best. At the Olympic Center, sports psychologists have found that the difference between a
medal and no medal is determined by an athlete’s mental ability. The elite athletes—the Tiger
Woodses, the Phil Mickelsons, the Jack Nicklauses—this is what separates them from the
competition. The answer lies in knowing how to use this information.Studies around the world
are beginning to unravel the mystery of primal fear and remembered fear. Once we have learned
to be afraid of something, that memory is embedded in the amygdala of our mind for retrieval
later. These memories, whether they are primal (fear of man-eating bears), or remembered
(choking a birdie putt), can be powerful, but we can build new memories in the pre-frontal cortex
to overcome those in the amygdala. However, it’s going to take more than just reading this book
to make the changes you want. Consider it to be like any swing change you make. It doesn’t
happen overnight, and it takes consistent repetition and awareness that you are unlearning the
bad memory for it to become natural.What to Expect in Your TrainingThis ebook is unlike many
that you may have experienced on the web. Instead of an avalanche of advice without action to
back it up, Warrior Golf is filled with six focused units, weaving knowledge and action together to
support your success.Each unit will invite you to take action in various forms, and it is important
that you do. These exercises, worksheets and scorecards will be the foundation for your
progress moving forward. To improve your results, you must measure them. Based on my years
of experience coaching athletes, I can confidently say that this commitment to measuring your
progress will determine whether or not you succeed on your journey to becoming a Golf
Warrior.Let’s take a look at what will be covered in each unit.Hole 1: Basic TrainingOur journey
begins with Basic Training. In Basic Training, we will explore the basic principles of what it means



to be a Golf Warrior and examine what skills you will need to develop in order to become the
most capable Golf Warrior possible.Hole 2: Boost Your ConfidenceGolf Warriors are sustained
on and off the course by their confidence. At the second hole, you will spend time learning how
to build and protect your confidence, so that you can consistently perform at the levels of Golf
Warriors.Hole 3: Goal-SettingThe third hole on the course to becoming a Golf Warrior takes a
deep look at the power of goal-setting and how goals can empower you. At this point, you are
developing the mental skills that will serve you through your entire golfing career.Hole 4: Focus
on the TargetFocus can make or break a round in a single instant. By learning to harness your
ability to focus on exactly what is needed in a given moment, you will be prepared for anything
that comes your way.Hole 5: Maintain Your EnergyTo succeed as a Golf Warrior, you must learn
to manage both your energy levels and your stress levels. We’ll look through a variety of
strategies that will allow you to manage them effectively.Hole 6: Imagine Your GameVisualization
is an advanced Golf Warrior mental skill that will take your game to a new level. By learning to
power your performance with practice and visualization, you’ll be on your way to Golf Warrior
Mastery.Are You Ready?Grab your clubs! It’s time to tee off.CHAPTER ONEBasic TrainingMany
golfers spend countless hours on the driving range and the putting green honing the physical
mechanics necessary to master the game of golf. To become a champion, these skills are
essential, but they are not enough.When the mechanics have been mastered, there remains a
wide gulf between being able to swing the club well and being able to play at elite levels of golf.
Something is missing: the mental skills.Few golfers approach their mental skills with the same
level of intensity, discipline and commitment that they do their mechanics. This mental set of
skills is what separates the average golfer from a Golf Warrior.Golf Warriors have the skills to
turn down the volume on the chatter in their minds and approach their mental games with as
much seriousness as they do their physical. They are tough-as-nails on the course and able to
consistently perform at peak levels, whether they are coming off the best rounds of their lives or
the worst.The path of becoming a Golf Warrior begins with Basic Training. Before the skills of a
Golf Warrior can be developed, we must first define exactly what a Golf Warrior is and what
mindset makes a Golf Warrior truly different than any other player on the course.When you have
mastered these, you will be ready to move further down the path of becoming a Golf Warrior.Are
you ready?Golf Warriors Operate in the ZoneFor as long as man has studied optimal states of
performance, we have been aware of “the Zone.” It is impossible to compete in nearly any field
without hearing those words fall from the lips of someone who has just performed at a peak
level.The Zone is the mental space where everything clicks. Thoughts, actions and performance
find perfect harmony and alignment. Awareness becomes hyper-focused. Doubt disappears.
Time slows to a crawl and the rest of the world disappears around you in the moment.The Zone
is where a Golf Warrior operates.You may be unaware of the Zone’s greatest secret: it is not
special, unique or extraordinary.Every individual has the capacity to develop the skills that will
transport him or her to this elite mental state. Individuals who develop this capacity are those
most likely to become outstanding golfers—and Golf Warriors.Extraordinary vs. Ordinary



ExerciseThis exercise will enable you to develop greater self-awareness of the key mental and
emotional qualities that foster low and high performance. By completing this exercise, you will
begin to target the development of key mental skills that will facilitate better performances more
often.Recall an event where you performed near or at the best of your ability. List three to five
adjectives that describe how you performed. Focus on the thoughts, emotions, physical state,
energy state or sensory awareness you experienced that led to your extraordinary
performance(s).Recall a time where you performed average, below average or far below your
potential during an important moment. List three to five adjectives that describe what you
experienced (your thoughts, emotions, physical state, energy state, sensory awareness, etc.)
during these performances.What conclusions can you draw about the mental and emotional
qualities that foster extraordinary performances? How do they differ from ordinary ones?
Outstanding GolferEach person possesses a unique definition of what it means to be an
outstanding golfer. This ideal has been constructed by studying golfers we encounter through
our own development: coaches, family members, teammates, friends or professional golfers.The
question you must answer on your journey to becoming a Golf Warrior is:What makes each of
these people an outstanding golfer?Do they possess skills and traits that are extraordinary?
Were they born with innate talents and gifts?Anyone that walks onto a golf course may be born
with some innate talent, yet it does not mean that they are automatically bound for golf
stardom.Outstanding golfers are not born. They are made. Through years of practice and
incremental improvement, champions master the art of Warrior Golf one day, one swing and one
mental effort at a time.
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without hearing those words fall from the lips of someone who has just performed at a peak
level.The Zone is the mental space where everything clicks. Thoughts, actions and performance
find perfect harmony and alignment. Awareness becomes hyper-focused. Doubt disappears.
Time slows to a crawl and the rest of the world disappears around you in the moment.The Zone
is where a Golf Warrior operates.You may be unaware of the Zone’s greatest secret: it is not
special, unique or extraordinary.Every individual has the capacity to develop the skills that will
transport him or her to this elite mental state. Individuals who develop this capacity are those
most likely to become outstanding golfers—and Golf Warriors.Extraordinary vs. Ordinary
ExerciseThis exercise will enable you to develop greater self-awareness of the key mental and
emotional qualities that foster low and high performance. By completing this exercise, you will
begin to target the development of key mental skills that will facilitate better performances more
often.Recall an event where you performed near or at the best of your ability. List three to five
adjectives that describe how you performed. Focus on the thoughts, emotions, physical state,
energy state or sensory awareness you experienced that led to your extraordinary
performance(s).Recall a time where you performed average, below average or far below your
potential during an important moment. List three to five adjectives that describe what you
experienced (your thoughts, emotions, physical state, energy state, sensory awareness, etc.)
during these performances.What conclusions can you draw about the mental and emotional
qualities that foster extraordinary performances? How do they differ from ordinary ones?
Outstanding GolferEach person possesses a unique definition of what it means to be an
outstanding golfer. This ideal has been constructed by studying golfers we encounter through
our own development: coaches, family members, teammates, friends or professional golfers.The
question you must answer on your journey to becoming a Golf Warrior is:What makes each of
these people an outstanding golfer?Do they possess skills and traits that are extraordinary?
Were they born with innate talents and gifts?Anyone that walks onto a golf course may be born
with some innate talent, yet it does not mean that they are automatically bound for golf
stardom.Outstanding golfers are not born. They are made. Through years of practice and
incremental improvement, champions master the art of Warrior Golf one day, one swing and one
mental effort at a time.On your journey to becoming a Golf Warrior, I encourage you to
remember what traits you consider to be most important to an outstanding golfer. When it comes
time to plan your own actions and training for the future, these traits will guide you.The
Outstanding Golfer ExerciseThis activity highlights the fact that there are striking similarities
between all sorts of outstanding performers.Who is an outstanding performer?Identify a person
who embodies what it means to be a great champion, leader and/or outstanding performer.What
characteristics make this person great?List 6-12 characteristics that make this person great. Is
the person committed, adaptive, self-aware...?Circle 3-5 of these characteristics, attributes or
strengths that you percieve to be the most important.An attitude is a choice or decision that you
make every day to think and act in certain ways. A skill is something that you can develop with
time, practice and repetition. A gift is like winning the genetic lottery (something you’re born with).
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